Tight junctions as targets of infectious agents.
The epithelial barrier is a critical border that segregates luminal material from entering tissues. Essential components of this epithelial fence are physical intercellular structures termed tight junctions. These junctions use a variety of transmembrane proteins coupled with cytoplasmic adaptors, and the actin cytoskeleton, to attach adjacent cells together thereby forming intercellular seals. Breaching of this barrier has profound effects on human health and disease, as barrier deficiencies have been linked with the onset of inflammation, diarrhea generation and pathogenic effects. Although tight junctions efficiently restrict most microbes from penetrating into deeper tissues and contain the microbiota, some pathogens have developed specific strategies to alter or disrupt these structures as part of their pathogenesis, resulting in either pathogen penetration, or other consequences such as diarrhea. Understanding the strategies that microorganisms use to commandeer the functions of tight junctions is an active area of research in microbial pathogenesis. In this review we highlight and overview the tactics bacteria and viruses use to alter tight junctions during disease. Additionally, these studies have identified novel tight junction protein functions by using pathogens and their virulence factors as tools to study the cell biology of junctional structures.